Raptor Canada a Division of WSPS Inc.
Water Softener & Purification Specialist
283 Broadwy, Units 3 & 4
Orangeville ON Canada L9w 1L2
519 941-9120 Fax 519 941-2049
www.RaptorKayakCanada.ca
Email: info@raptorkayakcanada.ca or info@w-s-p-s.ca

WEIGHT CAPACITY: 360lbs | 163kg

WEIGHT: 64lbs | 24.5kg

WIDTH: 34" | 77.5cm

LENGTH: 13' | 3.35m

SPECS

1: Sand
2: Yellow
3: Red Triangle
4: Sierra Camo
5: Sunrise
6: The Black Mango

COLOURS

AVAILABLE SPECS and COLOURS

Stand, Sit, Kneel….
Or even an Electric Trolling Motor…

the Perfect Sport & Fishing Kayak

Raptor Canada: Exclusive Distributor of Santa Cruz Kayaks for Ontario Canada | 519-941-9120 | 866-941-9120

Raptor Canada is the exclusive Ontario distributor of Santa Cruz Kayaks.

Features






With Raptor Canada, it’s all about options. One of our goals is to give you a basic
understanding of what accessory options are without confusing you with unnecessary
details. We have comfortable seats, live bait tank, different mounting possibilities,
rudder/motor mounts, and so much more.
NEW Seating Options: higher positioning and greater comfort so you can remain comfortable for hours. Now offering
a seat base solution which allows for a variety of premium
cushioned seats to adapt to the Raptor Sit-on-Top (SOT).

This evolutionary seat base allows the entire
seat to be installed and removed in seconds,
using the patent pending Quick Latch System















The Raptor’s uniquely shaped bow is designed to shred waves, deflect spray, yet still maintains a low
profile reducing the effects of windage.
The SOT Raptor its width, measured along the seat section, is much narrower. This allows for easy
paddle strokes and it’s easy on the knuckles too.
The pontoons not only providing exceptional strength and stability the stiff keels are the thickest
area since they take the most abuse. You can store the Raptor on any cross rack without worry about
deformation. When you compare the Raptor to other kayaks it’s easy to see – there is no
comparison – it’s in a class by itself.
The rear is where there is the biggest difference. The catamaran-style pontoons provide a level of
stability that is unparalleled a stability that allows you to stand up and move about the boat freely.
Stability that only the Raptor can provide.
Design provides speed and stability. Stable enough to stand and cast
Paddle keepers, flush-mounted rod holders, as well as plenty of storage for all your gear.
Low profile and twin- keels prevent crosswinds from pushing you off-course.
Weighs in at 69 lbs. and can be easily entered and launched by one person.
Now with a Lifetime warranty on hull to original purchaser.
Optional Live Bait Tank with scupper recess to fit the Attwood live bait pump
Patented Design : wave piercing bow with a wide stern for enhanced stability
On-Board Storage: gasketed center hatch, bow storage for oversized gear
Flush mount rod holders are now included as standard equipment
Self Bailing Scupper Holes.
Adjustable Foot braces
On deck recess to hold fishing poles/ spearguns and paddles

Specs:





LENGTH: 13' | 3.35 m
WIDTH: 34" | 77.5 cm
WEIGHT: 69 lbs | 31 kg
WEIGHT CAPACITY: 360 lbs | 163 kg

Keep your bait alive and kickin' in this tank. A true Must Have for
any fisherman, as well keeps your rods organized and in easy reach!

A fitted cart made specifically for the Raptor, to transport it as easy as a
wheel barrel.

